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this is campaign-related, and therefore 
i'm keeping the log containing such 
items in my office and will follow up. 
or will contact you directly re 
follow-up. 

thank s -- susan 
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Jack Watson 

The attached was returned in 
the President's outbox today 
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appropriate handling .. 

Rick Hutcheson 
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President Jimmy Carter 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue 
White House 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Mr. President: 

9705 Carryback Lane 
Knoxville, TN 37919 

October 23, 1979 

Mrs. Mull and I would like to take this opportunity to express 
to you our sincere appreciation for your thoughtfulness in 
the past several years in inviting us into your home for 
different occasions. It goes without saying that our home is 
your home anytime you are in the East Tennessee area and I 
hope that you and Rosalyn will take advantage of Our invita
tion to come and "break bread" with us at your earliest 
convenience. 

I am looking forward to working with you and Mr. O'Neil in 
the coming months on the re-election of Jimmy Carter as our 
President. We have a good Democratic Party in Tennessee, it 
being one of the strongholds of the Democratic Party in the 
country. I intend to keep it that way and will work in every
way possible to do so. 

As you are perhaps aware, Nrs. Hull and I have been on radio 
stations all over the United States for the past thirty years 
promoting the Party as well as other charitable and religious 
activities with which we are associated. During that period 
my secret desire has always been to have an inspirational FM 
station in the Knoxville, Tennessee, area which we do not have 
at this time. As a matter of fact, for a community of more 
than 500,000 according to the 1970 population, we have only 
three commercial FM broadcast stations there. 

Earlier this year the FCC under Chairman Ferris in Docket 21211 
had a chance to add an additional station to the Knoxville 
area so that anyone could apply, including us. However, they 
chose to add that channel to La Follette, Tennessee, which is a 
small community approximately forty miles rtorth of Knoxville 
instead of Knoxville. The idea being that if another channel 
was added to Knoxville, La Follette would be forever precluded 
from having an FM channel. lJith this close proximity to 
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Knoxville, La Follette is already served by multiple FH 
stations as well as a locally owned AM broadcast station 
with another M1 broadcast station pending. There has been no 
interest shown whatsoever in the La Follette FH allocation 
and the channel will probably lie fallow and be a waste of 
our scarce spectrum. 

With that in mind, the only request that Mrs. Mull and I 
will ask of you is that you contact Mr. Ferris at the FCC 
and request they reconsider Docket 21211 and-add the channel 
to Knoxville, Tennessee, as opposed to Lc Follette, Tennessee, 
and further review their file and the letters they have 
received during the past several months from members of the 
public asking that such a channel be allocated. Please 
don't get me and Mrs. Mull wrong in that we are not asking 
you to intervene on our behalf. We will take our own chances 
with any other applicatits as far as that goes because we 
feel we have a strong chance. All that we are asking you 
to do is to ask Chairman Ferris to add the channel to 
Knoxville as originally proposed for anyone to apply. 

If you would do this for me and Mrs. Mull I will be forever 
indebted. 

Looking forward to working with you and Hr. O'Neil in re
electing you as President in the forthcoming year, I remain, 

��7!/ �� 
v Rev.

' 
cf: Bazzel Mull -

-
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WASHINGTON 

October 

Mr. President: 

D uring your lunch today with the Vice President, did you agree to see Senator Simpson's father briefly this week? 
/ 

Approve V Disapprove --
---------

--
------

Phil 
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Zbig Brzezinski 

The attached was returned in 
the Presiden t's outbox today 
and is forwarded to you for 
appropriate handling .. 

Rick Hutcheson 

cc: Frank Moore/Ev Small 
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'Ihe Honorable J:imny Carter 
President of the United States 
'The White House 
Washington, D.C. 

rear Mr. President : 

CHIEF OF STAFF 

CARL L. PERIAN 

CHIEF COUNSEL 

LAWRENCE J. O'BRIEN, JR. 

CHIEF CLERK 

FRANCES STILL 

MINORITY COUNSEL 

JACK E. SANDS 

Congressional consideration of deep seabed mining legislation has 

reached a critical juncture. As co-sponsors of the House bill, H.R. 

2759, who have long relied upon strong Administration support for prompt 

enactrrent of this important reasure, we are requesting your assistance 

in achieving House passage this year. 

Consideration by the Congress of deep seabed mining legislation 
dates back to the early years of this decade. It was not, however, 
until your Administration reversed the long-standing policy of the 
Executive Branch from opposition to support for enactment that the 
legislation gathered substantial rromentum. Your decision received 
overwhelming approval in the 95th Congress, as reflected by passage of a 
House bill by a very wide llRI"gin ( 312-80) . Although the companion 
measure in the Senate was favorably reported by all Cbnmi ttees of juris
diction, the bill did not reach the Flcx:>r for a vote. We and rmny of 
our colleagues shared the very serious disappointment felt by your 
Administration that the legislation was not enacted and had to be re
initiated in the 96th Congress. 

We believe that, with continued strong Administration support, the 
legislation can pass the Congress this year. 'Ihe Senate bill is expected 
to reach the Floor and pass without difficulty in the next few days. 'The 
House bill awaits action by one Conmittee which last year favorably 
reported the rreasure; the three other Cbnmi ttees of jurisdiction, 
Merchant Marine and Fisheries, Interior and Insular Affairs, and Ways 

and Means have already favorably reported the rreasure. 

�lf.Jet&-ost�tec Ccpy M®�l1ll 

folf Presew�t�ollTI Pe.n·pc� 
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We cannot overstate the importance that we attach to prompt enact
ment of this legislation. The United States stands to gain much f� 
ocean mining in the way of jobs, reduction of our balance of payments 
deficit, decreased dependence on foreign sources of supply of strategic 
minerals, and reduction of inflationary pressures through expansion of 
minerals availability. 'Ihe ocean mining industry is prepared to mve 
forward to co:rrrrercial development illlder the soillld domestic legal frrure
work that the enactment of legislation will provide. Unfortilllately, our 
fledgling ocean mining industry is in extremis, as a result of repeated 
delays in the establishnEnt, through"legislation, of a stable investment 
climate. 

We are aware that there is some concern that the enactment of 
legislation may have a deleterious effect on negotiations at the Third 
U.N. Law of the Sea Conference. However, this argument was raised in 
the last Congress and did not persuade us, nor the Administration, to 
abandon the effort to achieve prompt enactment. Indeed, co-sponsors of 
the legislation, including Chai:rrren of the House Conmi ttees on Foreign 
Affairs (then, International Relations), Merchant Marine and Fisheries, 
Interior and Insular Affairs and Ways and Means and of the Senate Cbm
rlli ttees on Foreign Relations, ConiiErce, Science and Transportation, 
Energy and Natural Resources and Finance, all relied upon illlequi vocal, 
public statements, on the record, by the U.S. Law of the Sea Delega
tion's chief negotiator, Elliot Richardson, that enactment was entirely 
compatible with the Law of the Sea negotiations. 

In the present Congress, we have again strongly relied upon Ambas
sador Richardson's assurances that the legislation should be advanced to 
enactment without delay. Before the House Oceanography Subcorrmittee on 
February 27, 1979, he stated, "I do support the enactment of such legis
lation and its signature by the President . . . � colleagues and I in 
the executive branch stand ready to be of any possible help in expediting 
the passage of the legislation . . .  The fact of the matter is, of 
course, that nobody is willing to invest any mney in the development of 
seabed mining technology other than the companies now belonging to the 
several seabed mining consortia. They have already spent a lot of mney 
and they are prepared to spend a lot mre mney, but they need some form 
of relatively secure and favorable legal framawork under which to act 
. . . So if the long lead-time decisions necessary to large-scale test
ing of technology and the procureroont of deep seabed mining vessels, and 
so on, are to be made, they will need to be made within some legal 
frrurework, and the only one that can readily soon be supplied is one 
established by domestic legislation. I think that is a persuasive and 
sufficient reason for going ahead now . . .  It should not be regarded as 
a threat to the (lOS) Conference . the Conference should be aware 
that seabed mining will occur in due course with or without a treaty. " 
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In a prepared statement before the House Subcomrrdttee on Mines and 
Mining on May 1 of this year he stated, '"Ihe Administration still be
lieves that the early enactment of well thought out domestic legislation 
establishing an interim statutory framework . . . is in the interest 
both . of the United States and of the world conmuni ty. '' 

On May 22, again before the Oceanography Subconmi ttee and in 
response to criticisms of its Chairman, Congressman Studds, that the 
Administration had been slow in forwarding its amendments, Ambassador 
Richardson stated, ''We don't wish to leave any sort of mistaken impres
sion on your part . . . We believe there is real urgency in IIDving 
forward with the legislation, and we welcome your willingness to hold an 
early date for rmrk-up . . . we need to press forward with the legisla
tion and trust that in the event it will be understood for what it is, 
not a threat to the conduct of negotiations in the Conference but indeed 
a rreans of helping to assure that when a treaty corres into force, there 
will have been developed in the interim the capacity to convert the 
conm::m heritage into an economic reality . . . The issue corres down to 
whether or not the United States, or companies domiciled in the United 
States, should be deterred simply because others disagree with our legal 
position." 

On June 13, 1979, he stated to a Senate Foreign Relations Subconr
mi ttee, "There has been further slippage in the developrrent sched,ule of 
mining technology due to the continued depressed state of the metals 
rmrket and the legal uncertainties regarding the position of seabed 
miners pending the conclusion of an acceptable lOS treaty. Thus, there 
are clear reasons to act now . . . the bill before you today, S. 493, 
will provide this necessary statutory framework. '' 

Apprehensions expressed in the last few days concerning the effect 
of enactrrent on the Law of .the Sea Conference are impossible to accept 
in light of these repeated unequivocal, authoritative statements pro
viding a contrary view. We and others in the Congress have expended 
great energies on this legislation in good faith reliance on the assur
ances that have been provided to us· by Arrbassador Richardson, your 
Special Representative on the Law of the Sea. 

One of us, John Breaux, has just returned today from New York, 
where there was a meeting with leading members of the Group of 77 at the 
instance of Ambassador Richardson. The purpose of the rreeting was to 
hear again first hand the position of the developing countries on our 
pending ocean mining legislation. Contrary to same reports we have 
received second hand, there are no new argurrents to indicate that prorrpt 
enactment would jeopardize the negotiations at the Law of the Sea 
Conference. The discussion was simply a repetition of previously ex-
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pressed illlpersuasi ve arguments. As a rmtter of fact , one developing 
country representative indicated that enactment might just cause a delay 
in the Conference process. 

We believe that the Administration should clearly and immediately 
reaffirm its coomitroont to prompt enactment. We believe that we can 
expect no less, in light of roori ts of the issue as expressed by Ambas

sador Richardson and the reliance \\e have placed on the Administration 
in our corrmitroont to nnve forward to enactroont without delay. 

We call upon you, Mr. President, for a clear reaffirmation of your 
previous decision to direct the Congress to irove ahead without delay 
with this legislation. Any indecision or ambivalence on your part now 
would affect not only the credibility of your representatives ��th the 
Congress, but also of this nation with our industrialized allies, the 
Soviet Bloc, and the Third World. 

With best personal regards, 

Chairman 

SubcOmni ttee on Mines 
and Mining 

Sincerely, 

Chairman 

Subcorr.ndttee on Fisheries 
and Wildlife Conservation 
and the Environment 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

October 25, 1979 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Thank you for your letter to the 
President of October 24, along 
with Chairman Murphy and Chairman 
Santini, regarding H.R. 2759, the 
Deep Seabed Hard Mineral Resources 
Act. I have passed your letter to 
the President, who has noted your 
concerns. 

We appreciate your comments and 
will get back to you with a detailed 
response s hortly. 

Sincerely, 

Frank Moore 
Assistant to the President 
for Congressional Liaison 

The Honorable John B. Breaux 
Chairman 
Subcommittee on Fisheries and 

Wildlife Conservation and 
the Environment 

Committee on Merchant Marine and 
Fisheries 

U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

October 25, 1979 

MEETING WITH SENATOR ALAN SIMPSON AND HIS PARENTS 

Thursday, October 25, 1979 

I. PURPOSE 

1:10 p.m. (1 minutes) 
The Oval Office 

From.o Frank Mooref/11/r J 

To greet and be photographed with the Senator's parents. 

II. BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS & PRESS PLAN 

I: !Dprt 

A. Background: Senator Simpson's parents are in Washington 
visiting with him. The Senator wanted very much for 
them to meet you. Senator Simpson's father is the 
former Governor of Wyoming.(l955-59) and former U.S. 
Senator from Hyoming (1961-66). 

B. Participants: Senator Alan Simpson (R-Wyoming) 
Senator Milward Simpson 
Lorna Simpson 
Geoffrey McCullough (personal attendant to 

the Senator's father) 
Frank Hoare 

C. Press Plan: White House Photo only. 

III. TALKING POINTS 

Routine �curtesies. 

���etrost�tec Co�y MRd� 

for P�ase!tvti�\t!�!fll ���·r��s�S!s 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON . 

25 Oct 79 

Stu Eizenstat 

The attached was returned in 
the Presiden t's outbox today 
and is forwarded to you for 
appropriate handling • .  

Rick Hutcheson 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

October 24, 1979 

THE PRESIDENT 

STU EIZENSTAT� 
KITTY SCHIRMER 

NUCLEAR WASTE 

When you reviewed the nuclear waste decision memorandum you 
asked why a compromise of 3-4 sites could not be reached as a 
target for site review prior to determining where the first 
waste repository should be built (see Nuclear Waste Decision 
memorandum, P. 12 attached). As you will recall, two 
options were presented, one which advocated 2-3 sites, and 
one which would expand that number to 4-5. 

The attached explanation, prepared by Gus Speth (CEQ), and 
Phil Smith from Frank Press' staff, more clearly outlines 
the differences between the two options and the reason why a 
compromise along the lines you suggested is not as relevant 
to the issue as it might have appeared from the original of 
the memo. 

It is my understanding that all members of the IRG continue 
to advocate their original choices for resolving this issue. 

As you may remember, I discussed with you the nuclear waste 
management memorandum originally sent to you on September 5, 
and you were going to have it resubmitted to you. I believe 
�his is the dnly issue left unresolved from the original 
decision memorandum. The agencies are anxious to move 
forward with this as soon as you check off on this last 
issue, unless you have other questions which, from the 
comments on the original memorandum, it appears you do not. 

With the Kemeny Commission report forthcoming, early movement 
on the nuclear waste issue would come at a propitious time. 
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The fundamental difference between Option 1 and Option 2 is 
not the number of qualified sites per se which are to be 
compared before the choice is made of the first repository 
site. The question is whether we are committing to an expanded 
program of geologic investigation prior to the selection of 
the first repository site. 

It was the majority view of the IRG that an expanded program, 
which as a consequence would result in the availability of 4-5 
qualified sites, was an essential prerequisite to the selection 
of the site for the first�repository. The compromise option 
(3-4 sites) would fail to provide a clear signal about the 

importance of the expanded program, since three sites is arguably 
consistent with DOE's current program, and also may not yield 
any significant time savings because of the uncertainties with 
current schedules. 

Under both options DOE's Site Qualification Program will be 
broadened to include sites in different geologic environments 
and relying on diverse geological media. This was one of the 
most important recommendations of the IRG. The unresolved 
issue is whether the site for the first repository should be 
chosen from a narrower range of sites resulting from DOE's 
existing program or whether the selection should be made from 
a greater range of sites that would be available from the 
expanded program. 

Under Option 1, supported by DOE, State, and ACDA, the choice 
of the first repository wo.uld be made from among qualified sites, 
estimated to be 2-3, and including at least one non-salt site, 
emerging out of DOE's current program. Under Option 2, supported 
by all other members of the IRG, this choice would await the , 
availability of an expanded DOE program. Supporters of Option 2 
believe that providing the larger.number of sites (estimated to 
be 4-5) prior to the first selection would more completely fulfill 
the IRG's recommendation for geologic diversity. Because the 
existing program is expected to produce sites in at most three 
different geologic environments and an expanded program would 
be expected to produce sites in at least two other geologic 
environments making a total of 4-5 geologic environments, a 
policy based on 3-4 sites in different environments would not 
clearly indicate which of the two quite different programmatic 
approaches would be followed. 

As pointed out in the Decision Memorandum, Option 1 would represent 
some change from past waste management program. Option 2 would 
represent a commitment to a program of even greater geologic 
diversity and would be viewed as a major break from the past. 
Optimistic program schedules indicate that 2-3 additional years 
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Opponents of this option point out that the process to develop the compre
hensive site qualification and R&D plan with State participation will go 
forward under any of the options, that adjustments can be made later and 
that most members of the public would probably like evidence not only that 
the Government's decision-making processes has improved but also that a 
plan and sc�edule, albeit tentative and subject.to revision, exists today. 
In addition, they point out that none of the options would lead to cowmit
ments or promises now that a repository would be open at any. specific time. 
All agree that making such commitments would be a mistake. 

Decision 

Issue #1: When should the new waste management program plan for a 
decision on site selection for the first high level waste 
(HLW) repository? 

Option #1: 

Option #2: 

Option #3: 

Site �electio� after at least 2-3 sites 
qualified. (Recom. by DOE, ACDA, DOS) 

Site selection after 4-5 sites qualified. 
(Recom. by OMB, OSTP, CEQ�*tPA, DOC, DPS*)** 

L�t the answer to site selection emerge 
out of the process that will determine 
the comprehensive waste management plan. 
(Recom. by DOl) . 

I I 

I vj 

* DPS favors Option #2� It establishes a clear timetable but will 
indicate that the government has done a thorough jo� of exploring 
reasonable candidate sites and thereby reduce the inevitable 
frictions which will surround the decision on when to build at 
the first site. 

** While NRC cannot make a formal recommendation on the above issue, NRC 
staff have exBressed a preference for option #2. (This preference 
does not necelsarily represent the vie\'IS of the Commission}.· DOT, 
NSC and NASA did not wish to make a recommendat-ion on this issue. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

ALFRED E. KAHN 

Agenda for the Inflation Breakfast, 8 a.m., 
October 25, 1979, Cabinet Room 

I suggest we discuss whatever aspects of the attached 
memorandum on the first and second years of the wage/ 
price standards interest you. If you do not have time 
to peruse it, I will summarize the parts that may be 
unfamiliar to you. 

It does raise some specific problems and topics: 

1. How to define the role of the Price Advisory 
Committee. 

2. Whether to use discretionary grants in the same 
way as (we threaten to use) the procurement sanction 
against noncompliers with the price standard. 

3. How to combat the general suspicion in the busi
ness community that the accord with labor and the pay 
advisory committee represent an abandonment of the stan
dards, and are a prelude to mandatory controls. 

4. A series of possible public actions by you in 
support of the program. 

5. Ways of enlisting the Cabinet and other agencies 
more concertedly and overtly in the anti-inflation effort. 

_____ .. 

You may wish in addition to discuss the status of EPG's 
efforts to develop and articulate a long-run anti-inflation 
strategy that you can take to the public in one forum or 
another. I remind you of your earlier expression of 
interest -- perhaps six months ago -- in a White Paper on 
the subject. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

October 24, 1979 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: ALFRED E . KAHN 

SUBJECT: The Wage and Price Standards, First and 
Second Years 

As we move into the second year of the wage and price stan
dards, I think it would be useful to summarize the results 
of the first year, describe where we stan�, and con�ider the 
problems and prospects for the second year. I will try to 
pass lightly over the parts of the record that are familiar 
to you, and underscore the newly compiled facts and out
standing issues. 

Price Developments in the First Program Year 

o The Consumer Price Index rose almost 12 percent 
during the first program year -- far above the 
6� percent increase we antLcipated if we were to 
have full compliance and no exogenous shocks. 

o The acceleration from the 8.3 percent increase 
during FY.·.l978 was almost entirely attributable 
to increases in problem sectors that a�e not 
susceptible to guideline regulation. 

Energy expenditures account for only 8� percent 
of the a:verage.consumer's budget, yet increased 
energy - prices· accounted. directly -- i.e. , apart 
from .their effect on the-costs of supplying all 
th� other components of the-CPI -- for over 25 
percent of the total CPI increase for the year, 
38 percent over-the last six- m�nths. 

Food price incre�s�s·were a �roblem in the first 
months of the program: from November 1978 to 
April 1979 food rose,at an annual rate of 15.4 
percent; it is·�:important to recognize however 
that the food component of the CPI then turned 
around and began_tohelp us, rising at an annual 
rate of only_3.0% from April to August, and 
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9 .,6% for the full eleven months since last 
se'ptember. 

. 
. _ , . 
S�rong home�purchase .demand and:high mortgage 
interest J:::cites have fuel�d an acceleration in. 
housing costs·, '.'which,.acco.unt. for. 20 percent of. 

< the overall .CPI' increase. · . . . :. . 
·,., :· .. ; 

The underlying rate 6£.-'inflation. (·the CPI less foOd, 
energy, housing and use·d :ca:rs) has a�celerated only 
from 6 per�eri.t to 7�:,percerit�.·: We··b'EHieve that the 
standards have helped·. to ·prevent the explosion of· 

. food and energy prices . from spreading. throlighout·�·-the 
economy. 

o Crude food and energy materials are excluded from the 
standards. Processing margins, however, are covered, 
and margin increases for these products have outpaced 
crude-material price increases. 

Over the past six months, farm prices have fallen 
at an annual rate of 12� percent. Farm-retail 
margins, however, continued to expand until 
August, when: they began to decline as well. 
Petroleum product prices have gone up.much more 
than can be explained by increases in crude petro
leum prices. We are intensively investigating 
the�e alarming increa�es in the light of the 
first-year financial information we are now 
receiving from the companies. 

Pay Developments in the First Program. Year 

o In the face .of these unant�cipatedly high rate.s of 
inflation, wa·ge increa·ses have been· surprisingly 
·moder:ate • , . , . . . . . 

The Hourly Earnings Index ros.e 7. 9 percent during 
the program' ye·ar;. a slight decel·eration ··from ... t:he 
increase o_:E;. a:. 3 p'ercerit in 'the previous year. 

' 

Private hou�l; .-c6�pensation --··.\Ja��s, salaries·, and 
private fringe ben·efi.t·s . ....;.'� has· _als_q· increased· 
slightly less tha:n during :the •previqus .·year.· . . . " • ' . • . . . ! 
These aggrega:t�· 'f:i,.gures-· are· consistent with. the 
Council Is monitoring· exp�rierice; pay.'information 
filed by the Fortune. 500 ·.companies·· shows almo'st 
universal compliance .with 'the 7· per.cent standard. . . . . ' . . -' . -� . ·,. . . · o The effect of these moderate·wage increases on unit 

labor costs was negated by the •dismal productivity 
performance; output per hour work.ed.fell 2.0 percent, 
driving unit labor costs up and putting additional 
pressure �n price�. 
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o Real spendable.ear'ni'ngs of nonfarm workers have 
dec'li:t:J.ed by 4 ·p�rdemt-.ov_er·· the past year -- th.e 
i;esuit. of: the' productivity. collapse, increased 

·employment. taxes;- and th�' redistributiOn, of in-:
c.oine frqin -Ain�ricans _to .oi'l-proqiH3ing countries. 

_ These. losses can11<;>t ·.b_� recouped. 

. .. ;:-....·· 

First-:-Y�ar · Collec.tive >Bargaining Agreeme�ts 

Although less· th;:m- l O·-p�rcent·of the labor· force is covered 
by collective-bargaining agreements signed during the first 
year, these agreements receive disproportionate publicity. 

o Contrary �p media reports, a majority of major 
collective-bargaining agreements signed during 
the year were in compliance with the first-year 
pay standard. 

0 

The Council has monitored contracts involving 
a total of about 3.2 million workers: · 

. 1. 4 million are in compliance (including; 
however, 400,000 Teamsters, whose agreement 
was shoehorned into compliance); 
200,000 workers are in noncomplying units 
(mostly in rubber); and 
1. 6 million are under contracts currently 
under review (half of·these are under the 
aut6·contract, which appears.to be out of 
compli'i:mce). 

On the· .other hand, because .of what proved to be 
an unre·aiistic 6% evaluation. of cost of living 
adjtistin�rit:-clauses .in new contracts and, to a 
less.er exten·t., .the more lenient .evaluation of 
certain'· other :·fringe: benefits, many of the com
plying' 'cont:r:-acts: ·wi-1� .almost. certainly cost more 
thah :}%,_per· ye(lr - (or . 22�% over-·three ye�rs). 

s t i 11 , -� wage and. benefit incre'a se s obtained in' rnaj or 
settlerne.n:ts this year were sign:iflca:nt:ly· ·:rower :t:han 
those obtained ·in the :las.t :rouncL of· negot1ations ·· 

( 197 6} o r. ' . ' .. ·.' -� . . ,·, 

.·.:· 
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A COMPARISON OF COLLECTIVE-BARGAINING SETTLEMENTS IN FOUR 
MAJOR INDUSTRIES 

Percentage Increases in Wages over Thr:ee Years 

1979 (under various assumed inflation rates) 

1976 6%*. 8%* 9%* 

Trucking • . . .  30.5 24.0 27.4 29.1 
Rubber ...... 45.5 27.6 
Electrical • .  32.9 20.0 

33.4 
24.5 

f!htyJL,A.-
36.4 4 
2 6 . 1-. . / -----

a-- I Autos . • . . • . .  29.4 24.1 27.9 30. o t -z...S ·: 

* Average annual inflation rate over term of contract; results 
would differ slightly if variable rates were used for indi
vidual years. 

The 1976-contract increases are actual (the inflation 
rate averaged approximately 8 percent over the lives 
of the contracts). 

The 6-percent column reflects the first-year standard1s 
assumed inflation rate for evaluating COLAs. 

The 8-percent column is relevant for comparisons of 
the contracts at roughly the same inflation rates as 
were experienced under the 1976 contracts. 

The 9-percent column reflects a reasonable -- perhaps 
unduly pessimistic -- assumption about inflation over 
the lives of the contracts (10 percent, 9 percent, 
and 8 percent over the three successive years). 

Second-Year Prospects 

The challenges faced by the program today are much greater than 
last year because of intense pressures on labor•s part to catch 
up with last year•s rise in the CPI (which, I must emphasize, 
exaggerates the increase in the cost of living). 

Collective bargaining will be as heavy next year as it was this. 

o The Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers agreement will be 
the first test. The reopener in the current contract 
allows whatever the standards will permit. 
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o The largest agreements up for renegotiation are basic 
steel and telephone communications, jointly covering 
nearly a million workers. Bargaining will also be 
heavy in construction, which has recently experienced 
a rash of outrageous settlements. 

The Pay Advisory Committee's first meeting was largely cere
monial. The next scheduled meeting is not until October 29, 

by which time several quite specific issue papers to be pre
pared by CWPS will be available for discussion. The labor 
people have however made it clear they want first to raise 
more fundamental questions of whether we should have numerical 
standards at all. And Dunlop urged the Committee to proceed 
deliberately. Notwithstanding the October 31 deadline for 
receipt of the Committee's recommendations, therefore, it is 
unlikely that a new pay standard (if there is one) will be 
carrying forward the first year's standard and proceeding to 
handle adjustments for inequities, CWPS has in effect formu
lated an 8% standard for contracts lacking COLA clauses that 
did not exceed 7 percent last year. 

We have begun to assemble names of possible members of the 
Price Advisory Committee, which we ought to put together as 
quickly as possible. There is a problem, however, while the 
responsibilities of the Pay Committee are pretty clearly de
fined, and important, that is not the case with the Price 
group. You will recall the latter is supposed to be purely 
advisory, and is not to look at individual cases -- requests 
for exceptions, alleged hardships, findings of non-compliance. 
Moreover, the second year's price standards have now been 
promulgated, and i� is not clear a committee could do much 
more than propose rather fine adjustments; the Pay Committee, 
in contrast, is practically in a position to wipe out the 
present pay standards, or to rewrite them from scratch. 

The EPG feels that the Price Committee must be as prestigious 
as the Pay. The question is, however, whether we can get any 
outstanding people to serve on a group with so limited a mission. 
The only solution I can think of is to broaden the mission: for 
example, by tackling in-depth problems of inflation in the most 
troublesome sectors -- energy, food, medical care, housing; or 
asking them to feel free to advise us on any aspects of anti
inflation policy that they consider fruitful. This is after 
all not illogical: what aspect of anti-inflation policy does 
not involve prices and our price standards? 

Sanctions 

During the first program year, the two most effective tools 
for inducing compliance were the threat and use of publicity, 
and the threat of procurement sanctions. 
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o No company was barre.d from a Federal contract, but the 
possibility was s.til-1 a credible deterrent ... 

·O' < �h
·
e .thr

'
eat :o

·:E �ublib.i.ty produced several rollbacks and 
·deferred· price: increas_es: · 

o'ne·· �f ;.tJ:i� ::
'
kost import.ciht .parts of the accord was the informal 

und�rs��riding about s�nctions-. 
' . · 

Although we would not and have not disavowed.our 
authorityto use·_the� ·procurement sanction, and all 
procurement regulations remain in place, we agreed 
not to use.the procurement sanction against vio
lators of the pay standard so long as the program 
worked. We think.that this translates to "so long 
as the AFL/CIO stays on the Pay Advisory Committee." 
We continue to feel free to use the procurement 
sanction against pr1ce noncompl1ers, and we retain 
the undisputed right to jawbone and use publicity 
in all cases. 

· 

-- We must decide whether to ... use. the denial of dis-
-c;�etionary grants 1n the same way; the·several 
Departments have supplied us with an impressive 
list of possibilities. 

· 

Presidential Involvement in the Context of Our Strategy for 
the_ Second Year 

During the first year of the wage-price program.we necessarily 
devoted a large part of our efforts to getting the standards 
out.and informing business and labor .about them. Our emphasis 
was on trying to get cooperation from major labor unions and 
big busines_s. 

As I see it, our major tasks in the months ahead ,a'IJ have to 
do with improving_ th� credibilit:Y .of _th¢ progra�t�;;:i� .. ihe· face 
of eight months, of -a CPI rising .at a 13:%' annuaL: :[:a:teh a: general 
public view that the' anti�ihfUtt1on prog:r;am ·is ·il\, disarray i and I 

specifically; deep suspicion on the- part of much of, the business 
community about the'- accord with labor... ·� . .  _,. 

The press reports .abc:>nt' a: secret. de�i with labor on .. sanctions, 
and the accord itseff, have ·been perceived by many -bu�iine.ss. 
people as a sign that .the 'Ad'tn�h�fstration is backirig · . .;:t\>,Tay.Trqin: · 

the program. Others profess: 'to see in the constitut.ton of_' the 
Pay Advisory Committee -and the accord the first steps toward 
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ma-�datoiy ·controls. _I believe we must all devote a good deal 
O'f -�persohal · e1ttentioh··to comba.tting. these attitudes, by in

.tensifying' our efforts to'· secur.e.' voluntary compliaii:ce' with the 
. ''standards'- while. emphasi'zing our. continued determ.in'ation .to 

.· · practice monet_ari' and . fiscal' restraint:' :to_ ca.rry: 9u;(. �ur 
_ promises ·of· r_egula_'tory_ reform-, _··and' -as· promp.tly -as .pos·s��ble to 

mount. a concerted. _attack on the produ'ctivity pro_blem� . 
. 

• • • ' •• l 
• 

• · 

- ' .  
• . . 

•. • . . . 
• 

·.
·
·' • • -: • . . • . � ; - • 

''B()b •:Russell and I. ·ag�ee, :: se�ond' >that ;we . must con�eritr�te 'our 
limited' price _·moriitoring: re�ou:ices_ m6re '--:--·and more :.:visibly -
on problem •Se-ctors ...:-_ .mos_t .obvi·ousJ_y;-cen�rgy, housing, medical 
care; and> food� --- As : . .part ,of. this· 'c6nceritration, t· iriterid to 
de'!of:e more of rny ·time to meet,tng with repr!=sentatives of 
these industries; anq'to arranging occasional meetings for 
you to attena. · 

-
· 

The specific suggestions.that I am developing for your personal 
involvement are guided by the conception of our most pressing 
needs. I am actively discussing with other people in the White 
House the following possibilities: 

1. Periodic meetings with business leaders . at-_. the White. 
House to reassure them about the program and your commitment 
to 1t, and to receive their advice. 

. �,· 

2. Meetings on some of your scheduled trips outs1de of 
Washington· with local bus1ness . and labor leaders· and_other 
prominent citizens. It seems to me very important that.you 
get your anti-inflation message conveyed to people a't the local 
level, to use these occasions, among other things, to urge 
compliance with your wage ·and price standards; 'to counsel 
patience; to explain your regulatory.reform efforts �nd ac
complishments;- to encourage_ local, cooperative·· efforts to attack 
the problem of. productivity; a'nd also to ,hear from thesE: people 
about ·the problems that t:tley · have:-:5pecifi¢ally; · I have found 
it fruitful _'to give -busi11ess peqple ·an opporbin�ty to· complain 
about _the -burd.en.of·specific regulations. that they-consider un
reasonable >··arid: ·then ·_to look -into specific eases. Where you. 
think .it';would.• be 'helpful, .I would be glad t·o -accompany you 
at some �f 'th�·f?e :.meetings. · · 

. · 

· 

· · · _ .. - ' 

3. A. m�et:l�g ·with lanciH:i_�d-s anci--rental mariag�ment. associ
ations. ·By far- the. largest number. of- complaints · Utat _CWPS: -.-

o receives ate <about. :tents;· a:ncf.whil'e the rent ·component··of' the 
CPI has not ri-sen· ·anywhere :nearly as much as the-� 13. percent 
average, there have been very large increases In <some .iareas, 
and the complaints seem ·to ·come disproportionately.-:':f:rpm th�re·. 
Moreover, mahy landl6rds are simply refusing to respond to 
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,�·' . 
CWPS '. inquiries or to co9perate in any way. While it is diffiqul t 

o.td argue tha_t such a meeting would produce concre.te results i rent 
is s'o · Tar<ie an ·element in the cost of living that it seems to me 
highly.desir�ble\for you to express your concern and �o do what 
y'ou ·can· by.·way of applying pr.�ssure �> . 

' ·. · · 
.,. . ., ' . . . . .  ' . ··: :. . . ·· . - :. 

· _ . . . . 4. • . . A: similar, meeting 
.
. '.With operators of ·liot�l�·- and

. 
·�otels � 

· Prices in t:his ·sec:tor �av�. increased far .. _more rapidly, than�. seems 
cOns.:j,.s.tent··wYth c()mplian.Ce·with" the• sbmdaras,· and there is at 
leas:t a: p�ossibility that S9I!le.·major ·Chains. may be out of' compli
ance� .. This is one the .Vice·:President might handle·. 

. . 5. As soon as .we ;have completed our ·analysis of oil-· refinery 
mar'gins, it may be highly desirable for us (in collabpration with 
Secretary Duncan) to call together people from the .. industry. Using 
inform�t�on from the Department of Energy, we are intensively at
tempting to :r:ei:::oncile the apparent sharp increases in refinery 
and marketing margins that we see in the published statistics of 
the industry as a ·.whole with . the claims of the major companies, 
support;ed by their data submission to us, that they are complying 
with. our gross margin and profit margin standards. We will try 
to ·.produce spme results just as soon as possible and see what 
should be done next. 

6. In cooperation with Al McDonald, we are trying to develop 
some means. of enlisting the various Cabinet departments and other 
agencies of the Administration more directly, actively and overtly 
in the fight. against inflation.. It has seemed to me that the 
several departments are not giving sufficient prominence to the 
efforts needed to. put-us in the position to present an·integrated 
pic:ture of an.entire Administration devoting its major energies 
to combatting inflation in all the sectors of the economy to 
which the several agencies reach. We will try to present you 
with specific suggestions to accomplish this. 



Table 1 

PRICES :IX.JRmG 'IHE FIRST POCGRAM YEAR 
(seasonally adjust:Erl, annual percentage rates of change) 

Prcxtram Year 

Dec .  1978 
Relative 
Importance 

3 rronths endin9: 

CONStrr1ER PRICE INDEX 
A.lJ. itans 
Food 
Energy.!/ 
Home Purchase 
Fin. Ins. & Taxes 
Other ?./ 

(%) 

(100. 0) 
(18. 2) 

(8. 5) 
(10. 2) 

(9. 7) 
(50. 3) 

1/ Not seasonally adjusted. 

2/ Used cars are also exclu:.ied. 

Fiscal 
Year 
1978 

8.3 
10.8 

7.0 
10.1 
15.6 

6.1 

OVerall Dec .  Mar .  June 

11.8 8.5 13.0 13.4 
9.6 10.2 17.7 7.5 

35.0 5.8 24.6 70.0 
14.2 14.3 10.8 15.5 
19.8 7.0 25.8 23.1 

7.4 7.2 7.5 7.4 

� ... 

Jnne 
to Au9:. 

12.8 
0.8 

55.1 
17.5 
26.4 

7.7 
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Table 2 

REX:ENI' TRENDS IN PRICE AND MARGlliS lli THE FroD AND ENERGY SECIDRS 
(percentage rates of change) 

3 nonths ended in 

Dec. March Jrme Sept. 
----··-

D0.1ES'riCALLY PRODUOID FroDS 
J{eta�l Value 1.9 6.3" 1.9 -1.0 
Farm Value 1.9 10.5 -4.5 -4.0 
Farm/Retail Spread 1.8 3.6 6.4 0.5 

ENERGY 
Gasoline 

Retail Price 2.4 7.0 21.1 12.2 
M16lesale-Retail Margin 6.1 14.3 72.5 1.4 

Hane Heating Oil 
Retail Price 6.2 11.0 17.2 20.2 
Wholesale-Retail Margin 3.6 4.9 0.0 19.5 

Refined Petroleum Products 
Refiners Price 3 tll 7.4q; 18.9 19.0 
Gross Margin 6:9w 10.29/ QED ® 

'!:/ Prelbninary estimates. 

9/ Based on quarterly data. 

ry 
·�--

.. 
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TABLE 3 

HOURLY WAGES AND ffi'1PENSATIOO OORING THE FIRST PR:X;F.AM YEAR 
(seasonally adjusted, annual percentage rates of change) 

HOURLY EARNJNGS INDEX 

'l'OTAL <XMPENSATIOO 
3 

Private COmpensation· J 
Employer Contr.ibutions to 

Social Insurance 

LAEDJ\ POOOOCTIVITY 

Fiscal 
Year 
1978 Overall 

8.3 7.9 

9.2 9.2 
9.0 8.8 

12.3 15.1 

0.9 -2.0 

Prc?grarn Year .!/ 

1st 2nd 

Qtr, Qtr 

8.6 8 . 7 

9.3 10.5 
9.4 9.1 

8.2 34.1 

1.7 -3.4 

3rd 
Qtr 

6.7 

7.7 
7.9 

5.2 

-4.4 

4th 
Qtr 

8.5 

NA 
NA 

NA 

NA 

3/ 
RfAL SPENDABLE EARNINGS -2.9 -4 . 2 11 

0.5 -1.6 -8.9 -7.0-

1/ Compensation and productivity series measure quarterly changes from 1978:3 to 
1978:4. The earnings indices measure rronthl y changes fran Septanber, 1978, to 
September, 19?9. 

� Wages, salaries, �1d private fringe benefits. 

3/ Estimate based on changes through August. 

·�1 
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WASHINGTON 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

October 25, 1979 

Mr. President: 

Frank would like you to 

see Senators Baucus, Danforth 

and Sasser when they return 

tomorrow �Th�iland. 

Approve D1sapprove ___ _ 

Phil 

,_ - '• . �  



OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT 

WASHINGTON 

October 25, 1979 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: R ICHARD MOE ,( � 

IE�ecta-ost�tec Copy �l!il�Mi� 

for PreB@NSJt!on !P�rpcl$�� 

SUBJECT: U.S. SERVICEMEN KILLED UNDER 20th CENTURY 
PRESIDENTS 

Because we are all starting to talk publicly about your 
record of maintaining the peace, I asked the Library 
of Congress to research the records of your predecessors 
and thought you would be interested in the results: 

• You are one of only three presidents in this 
century who did not commit U.S. troops to combat. 

• Yours is the first administration in 56 years 
(since Harding} during which not a si�Amer1can 

serviceman has lost his life in combat. 

Here are the specific foreign involvements by administration: 

Ford -- Mayaguez 
Kennedy/Johnson/Nixon Vietnam 
Truman/Eisenhower -- Korea 
Franklin D. Roosevelt -- World War II 
Coolidge/Hoover (January, 1927-January 1933} 

136 Marines killed in Nicaragua 
Harding -- No troops killed in combat 
Wilson -- World War I 
Taft -- 7 Marines killed in Nicaragua 
Theodore Roosevelt -- No troops killed in combat. 

Because of our recent history and because of the many 
pressures a nd temptations facing any president, your 
record in this area deserves to be emphasized in the 
coming months. 

cc: Hamilton Jordan 
Jody Powell 
Stu Eizenstat 

Zbigniew Brzezinski 
Rick Hertzberg 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

October 25, 1979 

ADMINISTRATIVELY 
CONFIDENTIAL 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT r.. � 
FROM: JACK V' 

SUBJECT: Your Tele 

I have had conversations this morning with Mario Cuomo and 
Ed Koch about how you should handle your telephone call with 
Carey regarding the date for the New York primary. Here is 
the essence of their advice. 

Cuomo: 

Mario does not think that Carey has made any decisions 
regarding Kennedy, despite repeated calls to Carey from 
Kennedy himself. 

Mario thinks we should continue to court (stroke) Carey 
and keep all possible lines of communication open. 

Mario suggests that you invite Carey down for �2*�vate 
gi..pcus�_ion with you as soon as possible, and that you 
might make that invitation during this telephone call. 

Mario said that Carey will attempt to engage you in a 
discussion about all the complicated reasons for having 
the primary on March 25 rather than later. You should 
refuse to become engaged in such a discussion by simply 
saying to Carey at the outset: 

Koch: 

That having_the pJ;jmq_rY- in late Apr,!) __ is very 
important to you: 

That you are confident that Carey can make whatever 
arrangements are necessary to have it in April, not
withstanding complications, etc.: 

That you need his help in getting it dorie. 

Koch is much less confident than Cuomo about our ability 
to get Carey's endorsement, but he basically agrees with 
the tone of the conversation on this subject suggested 
by Mario. Ed would put it this way: 
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Hugh, you know that I want your support fqr·:·my 
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As President and Head of the Party, I spec_ifically 
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Thes.e two approaches are basically the same, with only a 
slight difference in tone. I think your call·to Carey should 
be friendly, but clear and firm. You should lea�e abs.olutely. 
no room for doubt that this issue is important ·to·y_ou�·and 
that you are counting on him. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

10/25/79 

Hamilton Jordan 

The attached was r eturned in 
the President's outbox today 
and is forwarded to you for 
appropriate handling • .  

Rick Hutcheson 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

24 October 1979 

THE PRESIDENT 

HAMILTON JORDAN 7-/.f 
U.S. Attorney; Eastern District 
of Virginia 

Some time ago you approved Judge Bell's candidate for U.S. 
Attorney in the Eastern District of Virginia, Justin Williams. 
News of a possible appointment for Williams drew a sharp 
negative reaction from Virginia Democrats. Tim Kraft 
discussed this problem with the Attorney General. Judge 
Bell responded: "My strong preference is for the career 
man we have selected - Justin Williams - unless you can 
show us that he is or has been partisan as a Republican ... " 

Congressional Liaison checked with Congressman Joe Fisher, 
who confirms that Williams is perceived as a Republican by 
Virginia Democrats. Fisher says his appointment would be 
"foolish" and "embarrassing" to Virginia Democrats. 

Williams has been in the U.S. Attorney's office since the 
early 1970's and obviously has not been active in a partisan 
sense for the last several years. Nonetheless, Virginia 
Democrats clearly perceive him as an arch-conservative 
Republican. He was talked about several years ago as a 
possible Republican nominee for Commonwealth attorney. 
Currently, a member of his staff is running against the 
Democratic incumbent Commonwealth Attorney in Fairfax County. 

An abundance of qualified Democrats exists. We simply do 
not need to do ourselves the political damage of appointing 
a Republican to this sensitive post at this time. 

I recommend that we hold off on appointing Williams, and 
seek a Democrat of equal or superior qualifications for this 
position. 

� approve; seek alternative candidate 

disapprove� send Williams' nomination forward 
----

!EUf:!ctrost2lt�c Ccpy ffiM�·u.ie 

for P�e5®VVS!t�cn Pueyopc;ses 


